Waxing Services
BROWS....................................................................................................................... $7
LIP/CHIN ...........................................................................................................$7/$10

WIREGRASS GEORGIA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

UNDERARMS ....................................................................................................... $12
BACK ............................................................................................................... $17-$27
CHEST............................................................................................................. $17-$27
BIKINI ............................................................................................................. $17-$27
ARMS....................................................................................... Half - $12 / Full - $22
LEGS ........................................................................................ Half - $12 / Full - $22

Potential Students
The Cosmetic Esthetician program is designed to ofer esthetics
training for entry-level students. Completion of the program prepares
students to sit for the Esthetics licensure examination given by the
State Board of Cosmetology and to work in a variety of professions
that employ estheticians in beauty salons, spas, health clubs, cosmetic
stores, medical spas, as well as plastic surgeon and dermatologists’
ofces.
The Clinic is Open to the Public by Appointment
All services performed by students
under direct supervision of a licensed Esthetician.
Located in Lowndes Hall, Room 7118-B
Tuesday through Thursday
9:00am - 1:00pm
Reach the Esthetics Appointment Desk at
229.249.2739
Talarie Giddens, Program Coordinator
Telephone: 229-333-2100 Ext. 3025
Email: talarie.giddens@wiregrass.edu

Cosmetic
Esthetics

Spa Facials
To promote clear, well-hydrated skin (the largest organ of the body), a facial
cleanses, exfoliates, and nourishes. Spa facials will precede a complimentary
consultation and skin analysis for frst-time clients which will lay a foundation for
all future treatments performed in our Skin Care Clinic.
REFRESH FACIAL ............................................................................................................. $20
A refreshing facial which incorporates cleansing, toning, a customized treatment
mask and moisturizer. Great for those short one time but want a quick facial “pick
me up.”
EUROPEAN FACIAL ........................................................................................................ $25
Deep cleansing Facial where your clinician will incorporate extractions (if
needed), massage, and treatment masks best suited for your skin type. Great for
anyone needing a fresh, vibrant look and feel, or just some quiet time to relax!

Facial Treatments
Our facial treatments and modalities are progressive, not aggressive, noninvasive services that address these issues: anti-aging, sun-damage, acneic and
sensitive skin as well as, vascular lesions and excessive/unwanted hair.
OXYGEN FACIAL .............................................................................................................. $20
Increase oxygen to your skin by infusion; promotes collagen synthesis, as well as
hydrates the skin making the face appear smoother and plumper.
Great for mature and acneic skin.
LED LIGHT THERAPY ........................................................................................................ $7

Red Light Therapy increases collagen production and relaxes muscles. Blue Light Therapy
improves acne, skin tone, and soothes nerves.

EYE RELIEF TREATMENT .............................................................................................. $17
Calms, soothes & reduces pufness for a smooth, rejuvenated look and feel.
LIP RENEWAL TREATMENT......................................................................................... $17
Soothes conditions and restores lips while softening fnes for the ultimate lip
service.

Chemical Exfoliation
GLYCOLIC ACID/LACTIC ACID (AHA) - For the treatment of fne lines and
wrinkles, acne scarring, mild hyperpigmentation.
SALICYLIC ACID (BHA) - Best Suited for acneic and oily skin types.
ALL PEELS ............................................................................................................ $25
TREATMENT PACKAGES AND GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Microdermabrasion

Microdermabrasion is a procedure that uses ultra-fne crystals and/or diamond-tipped
heads to gently exfoliate the uppermost layer of the skin. It is an efective skin polishing
technique that removes unwanted dead skin cells. Microdermabrasion is relatively nonaggressive. While the skin surface may appear slightly pinkish and may even be slightly
tender following treatment, this procedure is often referred to as the “Lunchtime Peel”
as there is no need to refrain from most daily activities at work or at home.

MICRODERMABRASION (FACE/NECK) .................................................................. $25
DÉCOLLETÉ (CHEST/NECK) TREATMENT............................................................. $25
THE WORKS (FACE/NECK/CHEST) ........................................................................... $45
MICROPEEL (FACE/NECK) ........................................................................................... $30
(Microdermabrasion paired with Chemical Exfoliation to remove unsightly age
spots and enhance treatment.)
CUSTOM HAND TREATMENT .................................................................................... $25
(Microdermabrasion for the hands; erases the signs of aging for a smooth,
younger look and feel; includes light hand massage.)
MICROCURRENT NUE FUSION 200 ......................................................................... $35
Uses low level current with advanced wave forms that work in synergy with
the body’s own biological current for frming, tightening, toning and lifting,
smoothing out fne lines and wrinkles. Increases cellular energy. Nonsurgical
face-lift.
VASCUTOUCH ................................................................................................................... $20
Treatment and removal of Telangiectasia’s, Cherry Angiomas, Skin Tags, and
Milia through the use of an electric needle. Minimal discomfort and down time.
(15 minute time-limit for treatment.)

Body Treatments

“BARE YOUR BEST” BACK TREATMENT ................................................................. $40
For Body Exfoliation and Hydration the clinician will use a mild scrub to
remove dead skin, follow by light massage and a moisture rich body mask.
($45 to add Chemical Exfoliation) depending on the individual and proper skin
maintenance.
NORVELL SPRAY TAN - SUNLESS TANNING AT ITS BEST.............................. $22
The ONLY safe way to get a tan! Natural look, pleasant smelling formula, fades
gradually and typically lasts 4-7 days. We have a variety of solutions to give the
tan you want. Dark, Double Dark and New Venetian Dark for a Mediterranean
like color. (Full Body Tan)
SYNERGIE ELITEAMS AESTHETIC MASSAGE CELLULITE TREATMENT.... $35
Cellulite Reduction and Body Sculpting. Comfortable, relaxing, improves
circulation and caresses the skin into a smoother, more natural appearance.

